
Messerschmitt MP5 9x19 semi-automatic submachine gun
https://www.simac.fr/en/produit-4012-Messerschmitt-MP5-9x19-semi-automatic-submachine-
gun

SKU Designation RGA
French

Law
Caliber Shots

Barrel
(cm)

Length
(cm)

Weight
(g)

Weapon
Type

MSRP

MSD105
Messerschmitt MP5 -

9x19 mm 
CE140 B 9 x 19  10  22.7  62  2.8  Carbine cat. B

1799.00 € incl.
tax

Made by Messerscmitt on old HK machines used for the MP5.
Messerschmitt ME09A2 rifle

Description:

Main Features :

Exceptional Precision:

Tactical Versatility:

Unparalleled Reliability:

Ergonomic Design:

Safety and Security:

Technical specifications :

Caliber: 9mm Parabellum

Magazine Capacity: Variants available for different numbers of cartridges

Total Length: Variable depending on the model (compact, standard, etc.)

Weight: Variable depending on model
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Locking System: Roller-Delayed Blowback

Applications:

Law Enforcement:

Private Security:

Sports Shooting:

Note:        

 

Main Features :

Exceptional Precision: The precision barrel combined with an advanced aiming system ensures 
precise and consistent shots, meeting the highest standards of the Messerschmitt brand.

Tactical Versatility: This very compact weapon has been used by intervention forces around the 
world and is recognized by all FS for its effectiveness. 

Unparalleled Reliability: Manufactured with premium materials, the ME09A2 guarantees reliable 
operation in all conditions, reinforcing Messerschmitt's reputation for excellence.

Ergonomic Design: Light, balanced and ergonomic, the ME09A2 ensures easy handling and 
optimal control during field operations.

Safety and Security: Equipped with built-in safety features and locking mechanisms, the ME09A2 
offers safe use, preventing accidental triggering.

Technical specifications :

Caliber: 9mm Parabellum

Magazine Capacity: Variants available for different numbers of cartridges



Locking System: Roller-Delayed Blowback

Applications:

Law Enforcement: Suitable for law enforcement missions, rapid interventions and special 
operations.

Private Security: Preferred choice to ensure the protection of sensitive sites and personalities.

Sports Shooting: Appreciated by shooting enthusiasts for its exceptional precision and comfort of 
use.

Note: The sale and use of the ME09A2 rifle is subject to strict regulations. Obey all applicable local 
and national laws.

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


